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Let 0’ be the strong dual of a nuclear Frechet space @. In this paper we present 
regularity properties, weak convergence, and convergence in probability and in 
mean square of @‘-valued stochastic evolution equations and convolutions with 
respect to @‘-valued cadlag martingales. c; 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years several authors have been interested in the study of 
stochastic evolution equations in nuclear spaces (see [l-3, 5, 6, 9-12, 19, 
203 and references therein). It is then important to obtain regularity 
properties of the paths and convergence results for stochastic convolutions 
and for solutions of stochastic evolution equations driven by martingales in 
the dual @’ of a nuclear Frechet space @. The study of weak convergence 
of continuous solutions of stochastic evolution equations of this kind was 
initiated in [12]. 
The aim of this paper is to give an account of various regularity proper- 
ties and convergence of stochastic convolutions driven by @‘-valued cadlag 
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martingales. This work establishes the existence of a cadlag version of a 
stochastic convolution, weak convergence in the Skorohod topology, and 
convergence in probability and in mean square. In order to make the paper 
as self-contained as possible, Section 2 includes several preliminaries and 
notation about nuclear Frechet spaces, @‘-valued cadlag processes, and 
@‘-valued stochastic convolutions. To achieve our goal, we first obtain 
new results for the Skorohod topology of the space of @‘-valued cadlag 
functions (as introduced in [7, 181) showing its relation with the inductive 
limit topology obtained from the Skorohod spaces of Hilbert-valued cadlag 
functions. These results are presented in Section 3, where the equality of the 
corresponding Bore1 a-fields is proved, obtaining as a consequence the 
equivalence of the weak convergence of sequences of measures in both 
topologies. This section also includes some general results which are helpful 
in proving weak convergence. Section 4 contains results on the regularity of 
the paths, weak convergence, and the convergence in probability and in 
mean square of stochastic convolutions. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
Let CD be a nuclear Frtchet space with dual @’ endowed with the strong 
topology. The topology r of @ is given by an increasing sequence of Hilber- 
tian seminorms I.I,< ... 6 I.I,< . . . . For every p B 1 we denote by Qp the 
completion of CD with respect to 1.1 p and by CD; the topological dual of Qp 
with the dual norm ( .I-,,. By the nuclear property of <p we have 
@,3@*3 . ..) CD = n p Qp, ~0’ = u, @b, and that for every p there exists 
r > p such that the canonical embedding i: @, + Qp is nuclear. We denote 
by Y(@, @) (resp. A?(@‘, ds’)) the space of continuous linear operators 
from @ to @ (resp. @’ to @‘) and by D,(D), T > 0, the space of all map- 
pings X: [0, T] -+ @’ which are right continuous and have left-hand limits 
(cadlag) in the strong topology of @‘. Let DT(@b) denote the complete 
metric space (with respect to the Skorohod metric) of all 1. ) -,-cadlag map- 
pings from [0, T] to @b. Following Mitoma [18], we define on DT(@‘) 
the completely regular topology DT.s(@‘) (called Skorohod topology) given 
by the pseudo metrics 
t&(x, y) = fif, 
{ I 
sup log 
A(r) - 4s) 
> sup d&(J(t)), y(t)) 
I 
(2.1) 
S#l t--s I 
where B c @ is bounded, A is the set of strictly increasing continuous func- 
tions II: [0, T] --+ [0, T] such that A(0) = 0, A(T) = T and for rj,, $* E a’, 
dB(Jbl, $2) :=sUPbEB 1~1~~1-11/21I~11. 
Let D, (0’) (resp. D,( CD;)) denote the class of all mappings 
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x: [0, cc) + @’ (resp. @b) which are cadlag. We consider on D,(P) the 
completely regular topology (see Mitoma [ 181) whose compact subsets are 
metrizable. This topology is defined in the following manner: For $(t) = 
-log(l-t)O~t~1,11/(1)=~,andforeachN~Odefinethemapping17, 
from D,(@‘) to D,,,(P) by 
fl,(-xNt) = x+c,,(s/v((1C/(t))h (2.2) 
where 
i 
1 if t<N 
gN(t)= N+l-t if N<t<N+l 
0 t > N. 
The Skorohod topology D,.,( @‘) is the coarsest one for which the 
mappings 17, are continuous. 
On the space Doo(@b) we consider the so-called Lindvall topology, which 
is generated by the mappings rN: Dm(@b) + D,, i(@k) given by 
rN(-x)(t) = gdt) x(t) TV [0, N+ 11. 
We also consider the stronger topology on DT(@‘) (resp. D,(P)) with 
respect to which the canonical injections i,,: DT(@b) + DT(@‘) (resp. 
ip: Dm(qJ + D,(@‘)) are continuous. We denote the latters by DT,f(@‘) 
and D,,,(P) respectively. Trivially we have that D,,(@‘) is weaker than 
b-,fW). 
For the sake of completeness we recall from [ 1 I] the following 
definitions about evolution systems on CD. A family of operators 
(S(s, t): 0 6 s 6 t} in 9(@, @) is said to be a reversed evolution system on 
@ if S(s, t)=S(s,r)S(r, t) for O<s<rdt, S(t, t)=Z for each t and for 
each 4 E CD the map (s, t) + S(s, t) 4 is @ continuous. It is said that the 
family (A(t); t > 0} in 9(@, @) generates the reversed evolution system 
S(s, t) if the following forward and backward equations are satisfied: 
; Slay, t) 4 = S(s, t) Aft) 4 forall +4~fP,s,<t (2.3) 
f S(s, t) 4 = -A(s) S(s, f) 4 for all 4 E 0, s < t. (2.4) 
If ( lI~llp; P 2 13 is any sequence of seminorms on CD also defining the 
t-topology, then we call it z-compatible and we denote by QIP, the 
completion of @ with respect to II.I) p. The reversed evolution system is a 
(C,, 1 )-reversed evolution system if there exists a sequence of r-compatible 
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seminorms { I/ .I/ 4 : q 2 1 } such that for each T > 0 there exists q. > 0 and for 
q > q. there are constants M, = M,(.) and 0 = c4(r) satisfying 
IIS(s,t)~II,~M,exp{a,(t--s)} 11~11, forall $E@,O<sSttT. (2.5) 
The reversed evolution system is of contraction type if M, = 1 for all q 2 qo. 
Finally, a family (A(t); t Z 0) of infinitesimal generators of (Co, l)-semi- 
groups {S,(s);s30},., on @ is said to be stable if there exists a sequence 
of r-compatible seminorms ()I . IJy; q 2 0} on @ such that for each T> 0 
there exists q,, >O and for q 2 q,, there are constants M, = M,(r, and 
(TV = oqcTJ satisfying the condition 
whenever 0 d t, d t2 6 . . . 6 t, < T, k > 0. 
Let (4),,o be a @‘-valued martingale such that E(M,[$])‘< co 
for all 4 E @, t 2 0 (see [8, 171). Given a reversed evolution system 
{ S(S, t); 0 <s < t) on @, the stochastic conu&t& I’, := It, S’(t, s) dM, is 
the @‘-valued random element defined, for every TaO, Og t< T, as the 
L2-convergent series 
for all 4 E @, where {dji>,, , is a complete orthonormal system (CONS) in 
QPr, pr> qr satisfies that the injection mapping i: @,,r -+ TYr is nuclear, 
and qT is such that MED,(@~~) a.s. (see [11-171). The adjomt S’(t, s) of 
S(s, t) is given by the relation 
(s(tY s) vQ)Cdl = II/csG t) 41 for all 4 E @, II/ E a’. 
3. WEAK CONVERGENCE ON D,,(@') 
In this section we present new results about D,(@‘) as well as general 
theorems for weak convergence of random elements in D,(@‘). We begin 
by proving that the Bore1 o-fields on DT,r( @‘) and Dr,,(@‘) coincide and, 
as a consequence, that the weak convergence of sequences of measures is 
the same. Given a topological space 2’ we denote by B, its Bore1 a-field. 
An important characterization of compact sets in DT,.Y(@‘) is given by 
the following result due to Mitoma [ 181. It resembles the characterization 
of compact sets in @‘, namely, a subset K of @’ is compact if it is compact 
in some @i and therefore metrizable. Moreover, the topology on K induced 
by @’ coincides with the one induced by @L (we write in brief K, = K,). 
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LEMMA 3.1. A set A c DT.s(@‘) is compact if and only if there exists 
r >, 1 such that A is a compact set in DT,S(@i). Moreover A is metrizable and 
the restriction on A of DT,S(@:) coincides with the restriction on A of 
DT.s(@‘) (shortfy written as D,,(@S:)l, = DT,S(@‘)lA). 
We now give another characterization of compact sets in D,,(W). 
LEMMA 3.2. (a) A set A is compact in DT.S(@‘) if and only if A is 
compact in D T,f( W). 
(b) If Kc @: is compact then 
DT,~(@‘) IMK) = DT,s(@:) IL+(K) 
and the corresponding induced Bore1 a-fields are the same. 
Proof: (a) Since the injection i: DT,f( @‘) + DT,s(@‘) is continuous, it 
follows that every compact set in DT,,,.(@‘) is also compact in DT,S(@‘). 
Conversely, if A is compact in DT,,s(@‘), by Lemma 3.1 A is also compact 
in DT,S(@:) for some r > 0 and since the injection i,: DT,S(@;) -+ DT,.f(~‘) is 
continuous, if follows that A is compact as well in DT.,/(@‘). 
(b) From [7, Proposition 1.61, we have that 
and it is not difficult to prove that 
DT,.s(@:) I DT,~(K) = DT,,(K). 
Then the result is obtained using the fact that K, = K,. 1 
We are now ready to state the equality of the Bore1 a-fields generated by 
D,,,(@‘) and DT,f(@‘), which we simply denote by B7.8. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. B,,Y(Gf, = BDT,,(@.,. 
Proof It is clear that B,,S(@‘) c B,,,(@‘). To prove the converse 
inclusion, we choose (see [7, Proposition 5.31) a sequence {K, ; n >/ 1 } of 
compact sets in @’ and in @L, such that 
DA@‘) = u DAL). 
If A is closed in D r.f(@‘), then, for every p, A, := A n DT,S(@b) is closed 
in DT,s(@L) and from Lemma 3.2(b) we obtain that 
A,n n D,,(K) = B,n n DA@‘), 
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where B,. is a closed set in DT,S( @‘). On the other hand, II,, is closed 
as well in D,S(@‘) (Proposition 1.6 (v) in [7]). Therefore 
A= fi (AnD,(K,J)= fi (A Pa n WKJ) = [ (BP. n &,AKJ) 
n=l n=l n=l 
which is an element in B,,,S(,,,. 1 
Using the above theorem, we now turn to the study of weak convergence 
of elements in D,( @‘) and D,(@‘). We first recall some important facts 
from Mitoma [18]. If 4, dr, . . . . q5k~ @ and t,, . . . . tk are positive real 
numbers, define the continuous mappings 
as 
D,(x) :=x. [q5] 
and 
Given {Pn; n 3 1 } a sequence of probability measures on a topological 
space 2, we recall that {P,; n 2 1 } is tight if for every E > 0 there is a com- 
pact set Kc LF such that sup, P,(F) < E, and that (P, ; n > 1 > converges 
weakly to P (P, = P) if JfdP, + f dP for every bounded continuous real 1 
function f on 9 (f~ C,(.ZZ’)). The characterization of tightness of sequences 
of probability measures on Dr,S(@‘) is given by the following result due to 
Mitoma [ 181. 
THEOREM 3.1. A sequence {P, ; n > 13 of probability measures on 
D r.S( @‘) is tight if and only iffor every qh E @ the sequence {P, 0 II, ’ ; n 3 1 } 
is tight in DT(F!). 
We now prove the equivalence of weak convergence of sequences of 
measures in DT,S(@‘) and DT,,-(@I). 
THEOREM 3.2. (a) A sequence {P, ; n > 1 > of probability measures on 
B,, is tight in, DT,S(@‘) if and only ifit is tight in DT.f(@‘). 
(b) P,+P in DT,/(@‘) ifand only ifP,*P in Dr,J@‘). 
Remark 3.1. The above theorem holds also for D,,,(W) and D,,,(W), 
whose Bore1 sets are denoted by B,,,. 
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Proo~of Theorem 3.2. The proof of (a) follows from Lemma 3.2(a). 
(b) It is clear that if P,, * P in DT,J@‘) then P, =S P in DT.J@‘). 
Now assume that P,, + P in DT,S(@‘). Then {Pn; n > 1 } is tight in 
D,,,(W) as well as in D, f(@‘). Thus for E > 0 we find a compact set 
KcD,~(@‘) such that sup,, P,(D.(@‘)\K)<&. 
If f~ C,(D, ,(@‘)), then f ) K is continuous in both topologies DT,,f(@‘) 
and DT.,s(@‘). Since D,.,(@‘) is completely regular it follows that f can be 
extended to ,PE C, (DT.S(@‘)). Then we have that 
G 2 Il.fll cc (P, + P)(D,(@‘)\K)) 
from which it follows that J fdP, + IfdP. 1 
The following proposition is a useful result to prove weak convergence 
of sequences in D,,( @‘). It is an extension on D,( @‘) of Lemma 2.1 in 
c 121. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. (a) Let G,, G: DT(@‘)-f DT(@‘) be such that 
G,(x) -+ G(x) uniformly on every compact set of D,,(W) (or of DT.f(@‘)). 
Let {P,:nbl), P be probability measures on B,, and define 
Q,,=P,,aG,l, Q=PoG-‘. 
Zf G: DT,,(@‘) + DT,S(@‘) is continuous then Q,, + Q. 
(b) Let {Pn; n 2 1 }, P, be probability measures on D,,J@‘) and for 
T>O let ZZT: D,,,(@‘) + DT,J@‘) be the continuous mapping defined by 
nTx = x 1 co, T, . 
Zf P,n(ZZT)-l*PO(ZZT)p’ in DT,S(@‘) ,for all T>O then P,*P in 
D,.,(@‘) (or D,,.,-(W). 
Proof We only prove (a) since (b) follows from Propositions 5.2 and 
R.2.2 in [lS]. 
For E>O choose a compact set K in DT,f(@‘) (or DT,S(@‘)) such that 
sup, P,(D,( @‘)\K) d E. Let a: D7.s(@‘) -+ [w be uniformly continuous and 
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bounded. Then a 0 G, converges to a 0 G uniformly on K and by a standard 
calculation (see [ 121) we obtain that 
(3.1) 
Let 0 < t,, . . . . I, Q T, q5r, . . . . dk E Qi, and g: Rk -+ R be Lipschitz continuous. 
Then for x, yeD,(@‘) 
and using (3.1) we have 
lim 5 g 0 17~,‘::.$k dQ, = 1 g 0 17~,‘,‘.~,$k dQ. 
n-m 
Thus, from Theorem 11.3.3 in [4] we obtain 
Q, 0 (Z7~;,‘;.‘~,) -’ =a Q 0 (l7~;;.~.‘&) -I. 
The result then follows from Proposition 5.2 in [lS]. 1 
4. REGULARITY AND CONVERGENCE OF STOCHASTIC CONVOLUTIONS 
Our first results of this section concern the existence of cadlag versions 
of the @‘-valued stochastic convolution process t + Y, := s& S’(t, s) dM,7. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume the following conditions: 
(1) (M,),,o is a @‘-valued square integrable cadlag martingale. 
(2) {S(s, t): 0 <s < t} is a reversed evolution system of contraction 
type on @. 
Then the stochastic convolution process t + Y, has a cadlag version Y. 
Moreover, for every T> 0 there exist a positive integer qr and positive 
constants C,(T) and C,(T) such that 
(a) PE DA@&.). 
(b) For every 6 > 0 
C,(T) 
PC SUP IP,l~,r>6)~~-E(lM,ll,i), 
OGfS T 
EC sup I p,i’,,l G C,(T) Wf,l~,T). 
O<lGT 
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While the above result has been formulated for reversed evolution 
systems not necessarily generated by continuous generators A(t) on @, in 
the case of (C,, 1 )-reversed evolutions systems with continuous generators 
we can prove the following result. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume the following three conditions: 
(1) (MtL30 is a @‘-valued square integrable cadlag martingale. 
(2) {S(s, t); O<sQ t} is a (C,, 1)-reversed evolution system with 
respect to a sequence of z-compatible seminorms { 110 lly; q 2 0} and 
generated by a farnil-y {A(t)}, a 0 in Y( @, @). 
(3) For any n > 0 there exists m > n such that, for t 2 0, A(t) has a 
continuous linear extension from @,,, to @,,,, and the map t --+ A(t) is 
6p(@,,,. Qln,)-continuous. 
Then the process 
f, = M, + s’ S’(t, s) A’(s) M, ds 
0 
is a cadlag version of the stochastic convolution process Y satisfying (a)-(b) 
in Theorem 4.1. 
It has been proved in [ 1 l] that there exists a unique (Co, 1 )-reversed 
evolution system { S(s, t)) generated by (A(t)} if the following holds: 
Assumption (H). (a) {A(t)},,o is a family in P’(@, @) such that, for 
every t > 0, A(t) is the infinitesimal generator of a (Co, 1)-semigroup on @. 
(b) There exists a sequence { 11. IIy; q b 0) of r-compatible seminorms 
on @ such that the next two conditions hold: 
(bl) The family {A(t)},,o is stable with respect to { I/ 0 I( y; q > O}. 
(b2) For each q > 0 there exists p 3 q such that, for t b 0, A(t) has 
a continuous linear extension from @,P, to @,4, and the map t -+ A(t) is 
Y(@lP 1 @,,,)-continuous. 
In order to state the main results of this section we need the following 
definitions. Given (X,)raO, (X:),,,, n 2 1, cadlag @‘-valued stochastic 
processes, it is said that X” converges to X in probability umformly for t in 
bounded intervals (denoted X” 3 X) if for every T > 0 and any bounded 
set B c @ 
lim sup d,( X:, X,) -+ 0 in probability. 
n-rm O<r<l- 
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The processes X” converge to X in L2 untformly for t in bounded intervals 
(X” 3 X), if for any T > 0 and every bounded set B c @ 
lim E[ sup di(X:, X,)] = 0. 
n - % O</GT 
The main result of this section is the following theorem which gives 
several types of convergence for stochastic convolutions. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let {A(t)},so, {A”(t)},ao, n3 1, be in 9(@, @) and let 
(Mr),,o, (w7,,0~ n > 1, be @‘-valued square integrable martingales. 
Assume that the following two conditions hold 
(1) The families {A(t)}tao, {A”(t)}r~O satisfy condition(H) 
untformly in n (all stability constants and the t-compatible sequences of semi- 
norms are the same) andfor each T > 0 and q > 0 there exists p > q such that 
lim SUP IIA(t) - A"(t)ll~~~,,,.~,,,~ = 0. 
n-'x OgtCT 
(2) The reversed evolution systems (Sn(s, t); 0 <s < t) generated by 
bW%,o satisfy the following condition: for each T > 0 and q > q. 
Then the following statements hold: 
(a) Zf M”*M in D,./(W) (or equivalently in D,,,(W)) then 
Y”=>Yin D &@‘) (or equivalently in D,,.J@‘)). 
(b) Zf M” 3 M then Y” 3 Y. 
(c) If M”* M then Y” 2 Y. 
(d) Iffor some T>O andq>O, lim,,, E(IM”,-M,(y,)=O, then 
lim E( sup IY:-Y,l?,)=O. 
n - cc OGf<T 
We now present the proofs of the above results. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Without lost of generality we may assume that 
the sequence of r-compatible seminorms coincides with the initial sequence 
{I . 14; q 2 0;. Fix T> 0 and for p > 0 denote by SJs, t) the continuous 
extension of S(s, t) to 2?(@,, QP). Then it is easily seen that 
(SJs, t); 0 <s < t d T} is a reversed evolution system of contraction type 
on the Hilbert ‘space cPP if p > go. Let qT be such that A4 E DT(@ir) and 
(see V, 171) 
E( sup IM,IZy,k co. (4.1) 
O<fLT 
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Since for 4 E @, M,[d] is a real valued square integrable martingale, 
it follows from (4.1) that M,[d] is also a square integrable martingale 
for I$E@~, so that (M, ; 0 d t < T} is a cadlag @&-valued martingale. 
In the Hifbert space @b, we consider the stochastic convolution PT= 
f& SiT(t, s) dM,. Since Sk, is an evolution operator of contraction type, 
it follows from [14] that {P:, 0 6 t < T} E Djr(@k7) a.s. We show that 
P’ is a version of Y7 = {Y,; 0 < t < Tj. For s E (Z/2’, (i + 1) T/2k], 
i = 0, 1, . . . . 2k - 1, define s(k) := iT/2k and the @‘-valued processes 
Yr.‘= {Y,r,k;O<t<T} 
frk= (P,?k;O<f<T) 
as 
YFk= ‘dM,~S’(s(k); t)=(M,-MM,nzk)4(rT/2k, t) 
I 0 
r-1 
+ C l”(i+l>T/2 k - Mi,,k) ‘3 S’(iT/2k, t) 
i=O 
f;k = 
I 
’ S;,(t, s(k)) dA4, = S;,(t, rT/2k)(M, - M,,,k) 
0 
r-l 
+ 1 S;,(t, rT/2k)(M~,+I,T/2k-MiT,‘k) 
i=O 
yT.k= f,T.k=o 
0 
for t E (rT/zk, (Y + 1) T/2k], r = 0, 1, . . . . 2kP I. 
Then we have the following three properties: 
(i) YF”[d] = PTk[f$] for all 4 E @; 
(ii) E( 1 P,Kk - PTI?,,)=E j;’ 
( 
race{ (X,,(t, s(k)) - Sb,.(t, s) 
> 
Q,,.,(s) 
.(sl,(t,s(k))-SI,(t,s))*) d(W,)+O 
as k + co by the Lebesgue theorem (here QM, (M) are the covariance 
operator and the real increasing process respectively associated to the 
@&-valued martingale M); 
(iii) E(IY~k[~]-Yf[$]l)+Oask-+co,forall#~@. 
To prove (iii) choose pT> qr such that the injection i: QP7+ Qqr is nuclear 
and let (di} ia 1 be a CONS for QPT. Then using the Lebesgue theorem we 
have that 
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Finally, from (i)-(iii) and the separability of @ we obtain Yf= YT a.s. 
for all 0 < t < T and ‘a standard argument shows that YE D,(W) a.s. and 
that Y is a version of Y. 
The inequalities in (b) and (c) follow from [13], [14]. 1 
The proof of Theorem 4.2 is essentially done in the proof of Theorem 2.1 
in [ll]. 
For the proof of Theorem 4.3 we need the following result: 
LEMMA 4.1. Let (S(s, t);O<.et}, {S”(s, t);O<s<t;nal}, and 
W)LO~ bw),~O~ n > 1) be as in Theorem 4.3. 
Define the mappings F, F,: DT.f(@‘) --t DT,s(@‘) by 
(F(X)), [$I= X,Cdl + j-’ XsC&) Sk t) $1 ds 
0 
(4.2) 
and 
(f-n(W), Cdl = XtCd~l+ j’ X,CA”(s) S% t) 41 ds. 
0 
Then F (and hence F,,) is continuous and F,, -+ F as n -+ 00 uniformly on 
compact sets of D=,/(@‘), or equivalently of Dr,S(@‘). 
Proof. For every p >, 1 let G: DT(@b) -+ C,(W) be the mapping defined 
by 
G(X), C41= j-’ XsCNs) Sk t) 41 ds. 
0 
It is enough to prove that G is continuous and that G, (defined starting 
with A” and SE) converges uniformly on compact sets of DT(@L). By the 
Baire category argument (see [S]) it is possible to find q > p such that 
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If X” + X in DT(@b) and B c @ is bounded, then we have 
which goes to zero by dominated convergence theorem. 
Now, if Kc DT(@b) is compact, we have 
(4.3) 
and by Lemma 2.2 in [12] we obtain 
lim sup sup lds(G,(x)t, G(x),)1 = 0. 
n-rco XEK O<r<T 
(Note that the proof of Lemma 2.2 in [12] uses only (4.3) and not the 
whole requirement that K be compact.) 1 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Assertion (a) is a consequence of Proposition 3.2 
and Lemma 4.1. To prove (b)-(d) let B c @ be a bounded set and r > 0 be 
such that 
E( sup IM,IZ,)-. 
0<t<7- 
Define the bounded set B, c @ by 
B,=U u A”(s) tY(S, t) B. 
n O<s<r<T 
Then (b)-(d) follow from the inequalities 
sup sup 
II 
’ M:CA”(s) S’Ys, t) 41 ds - j-’ M,[A(s) S(s, t) qS] ds 
)eBO<f<T 0 0 
< sup d,,(M:, M,) 
O<f<i- 
+ sup W,l -r sup sup IA”(s) SV, t) $fJ - A(s) S(& t) 44,1, 
O<!<T (6~Bj O<rCT 
sup sup IA”(s) Sn(S, t) 4 -A(s) S(s, t) 41, d Ca” sup \#I,, < c, fxn 
~EB,O%~<T 1EB 
for some positive constants C, C, and I, > r, where CL” + 0 (see the proof 
of Lemma 2.2 in [ 121). 1 
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Remark 4.1. The weak convergence of solutions of stochastic evolution 
equations with respect to continuous @‘-valued martingales is presented 
in [12]. By using Theorem 4.3(a) it is straightforward to obtain the 
corresponding results for cadlag martingales. 
Remark 4.2. It has been proved in [S, 61 that the function Fin (4.2) is 
continuous from DT.s(@‘) to Dr,s(@‘). This allows them to extend 
Lemma 2.2 in [12] for measures on C,(@‘) to measures on DT,s(@‘). In 
our treatment only continuity from DT,,(@‘) to DT,s(@‘) is needed. 
Furthermore, working with the larger topology D,f(@‘), as we did, and in 
the light of our results in Section 3, it is possible to extend the weak 
convergence results to a wider class of continuous transformations 
F: DT,f(@‘) + D,,s(@‘) (see Proposition 3.2). 
Remark 4.3. The assumptions of Theorem 4.3 concerning A, A”, S, and 
s” are sufficient to guarantee that the continuous linear operators in @, 
L,(s, t) := A”(s) S”(.s, t), L(s, b) := A(s) S(s, t) satisfy the following two 
conditions: 
(a) The mappings (s, r) + L,(s, t) 4, (s, t) -+ L(s, t) 4 are continuous 
for all 4 E Qi and for each IZ. 
(b) L,(s, t) 4 + L(s, t) 4 for each 4 E @, uniformly for 0 <s < t < T. 
In the proof of Theorem 4.3 these two properties of the operators L,(s, t) 
and L(s, t) have been used. Therefore the conclusion of this theorem is true 
for general operators L,(s, t) and L(s, t) that satisfy conditions (a) and (b) 
and for the processes obtained from the corresponding continuous transfor- 
mations as in Lemma 4.1. 
Remark 4.4. (a) It is worth noting that we have not assumed that all 
the martingales M, (M”; n > 1> live in the same Hilbert space @k for all 
t 2 0 for some q > 0. In [8,9] an example is given of a continuous gaussian 
martingale M = (M,), r 0 for which there does not exist a pa0 with the 
property that M, E @b for all t k 0. 
(b) The case when the driven martingales take values in a single 
Hilbert space H is considered in [13-161. 
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